Tripolar Stimulation Improves Polyphonic Pitch Detection in Cochlear Implant Users.
Cochlear implant (CI) users struggle with pitch perception, particularly for polyphonic stimuli. Tripolar (TP) stimulation has been proposed as a way to mitigate the broad spread of neural excitation observed in traditional monopolar (MP) stimulation, thereby potentially improving perception of polyphony. Prospective cohort study. Tertiary academic center. Eleven postlingually deafened adults with Advanced Bionics HiRes 90K CIs. We performed pitch ranking and polyphonic pitch detection testing under MP and TP configurations. To assess pitch ranking, users were asked to identify the higher pitch between two notes. In polyphonic pitch detection, users were asked to distinguish between single-pitch tones and two-pitch tones. Two-pitch stimuli consisted of one pitch of three base frequencies (392, 523, 740 Hz) and a second pitch between 1 and 12 semitones above the base frequency. Pitch performance was analyzed as a function of current delivery mode (tripolar vs. monopolar), with smaller semitone interval pitch resolution indicating better performance. In pitch ranking tasks, TP configuration did not confer an advantage over MP stimulation. In polyphonic perception, however, tripolar stimulation improved performance in lower frequencies and resulted in statistically significant (p < 0.05) improvement at the highest base frequency, 740 Hz. These data suggest that TP configuration may confer an advantage in the perception of polyphonic pitch, which may not be observed in monophonic pitch ranking tasks. Since music is typically polyphonic, such data offer approaches toward improving perception of real-world musical stimuli.